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Sweet Dreams ...
Could the fairies be communicating with you through your dreams? Find out how to
tap into their wisdom and be guided by the fey folk, as Luna Raye investigates

T

he world of dreams and the fairy realm are
really not that different. Both are many
layered, magical places where anything is
possible. It is believed fairies often visit us in our
dreams and most times we aren’t even aware of
them. Dreams provide a wonderful opportunity
for fairies to connect with you. When asleep you
are in an altered state of consciousness that makes
it easier for fairies to help you. With your logical
mind switched off, you are more open and
receptive to their wisdom and guidance. The
symbols and imagery of dreams can give you
valuable insight into what’s happening in your life.
With the added support of your fairy dream guides,
there is potential to experience an even greater
level of insight.
A few years ago while on holiday with friends,
I had an experience that left me in no doubt of the
ability fairies have to reach out to us through our
dreams. A friend made an off-hand remark that I
took very personally. That night I dreamt of a tree,
and while the details of the dream were vague, I
remembered how important the tree was and how
badly I wanted to be near it. Out walking the next
morning, I was immediately drawn to a beautiful
oak tree in a nearby field. As I approached I felt
the most wonderful sensation of calm and peace
wash over me.
My dreams over the next few nights brought
up past hurts and disappointments. Every morning
I felt compelled to visit the tree and would sit there
for hours, communicating with the dryad there – a
spirit connected with nature and especially trees.
It was an intensely emotional time but talking to
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the dryad on a daily basis and feeling its soothing
presence really helped. I believe the dryad sensed
the pain my friend had unintentionally caused
and came to me in my dream to offer support and
healing. It gave me the opportunity to let go of
the past and cleanse old wounds while being
lovingly supported.
Dream-working with fairies can help bring
clarity to many aspects of your life and could help
open the doorway to greater personal
understanding and spiritual growth. They will
work alongside you to help your interpret dreams
but they can also take a more active role while you
sleep. They may visit your dreams to encourage
you to seek emotional healing, open your mind
to a new way of thinking or even help you find
lost objects! While all you need to do dream work
with the fairies is to respectfully ask for their help,
keep in mind they may decide to appear in your
dreams whether asked for or not! They will do this
if they sense you need extra support in a difficult
situation. If you do ask for their help then be clear
and honest in your intention to work with them.

Dreaming with dryads

These fairies are connected to the Earth through
their roots, and encourage you to stay strong and
grounded in even the most difficult situations.
Do dreamwork with dryads to:
● Encourage deep emotional healing, by asking the
dryad to disolve your past pain
● Help understand and express your inner truth
● Protect you as you explore difficult or

challenging issues that need to be faced, so you
can move forward
● Bring clarity to define your long-term goals
Find a tree you feel drawn to and spend time getting
to know the dryad who lives within. Talk to it,
either out loud or in your mind, about what’s going
on in your life and how you are feeling. Let it know
you are open to its guidance. Leave gifts of apples or
seeds or tie a pretty coloured ribbon onto a branch
to thank the dryad for listening to you.

Dreaming with flower fairies

Their joyful colours and delicate scents help
brighten moods and lift spirits. The flower fairies
remind us to be kind, positive and to look for the
beauty in everything around us.

Fabulous fairy wear
Get into the fey spirit by donning fairy clothing!
Visit zizzyfay.com to find a plethora of alternative
gowns, party dresses, clubbing gear and casual
wear. You can also design your own outfit by
combining different layers in your favourite
colours. Zizzyfay uses natural fibres such as
iridescent raw silks, shimmering organzas and
unusual cottons, with finishing
touches of pearlescent shell,
quartz crystals and silver bells.
The company has also just
launched new wedding site
faerywedding.com so you can
have a truly alternative special
day.
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Fairy special
Do dreamwork with flower fairies to:
● Promote harmony and bring deeper
understanding to your relationships
● Help find ways to gently and lovingly
express yourself
● Clarify the qualities you want in a
romantic partner
● Discover your inner beauty and joy

Spend time doing something you really enjoy,
whether its writing, listening to music or cooking.
Really get involved and as you do ask the gnomes
to bless you with their wisdom. Leave some silver
coins or a crystal by your bed and bury them the
next day in your garden to thank the gnomes. If
you don’t have access to a garden then a potted
plant will do.

About an hour or so before bed, light a candle and
burn some scented oils such as lavender or ylang
ylang. Write your request for guidance on some
pretty stationery. Phrase it simply or write it in the
form of a poem. Place it under your pillow and
spend at least five minutes breathing deeply and
focusing on the positive energy and beauty of the
flower fairies. If the candle is still when you’re ready
for bed, snuff it out.

Dreaming with elves

Cool, calm and collected, elves remind us to cut
to the heart of the matter and not get bogged
down with unnecessary thoughts or worries.

Do dreamwork with elves to:
● Promote lucid dreaming
● Protect you as you face fears
● Assist you in interpreting your dreams when
you wake
● Clearly define your role in a situation
Keep a notebook by your bed and when you
wake, immediately write down your dreams.
Spend at least five minutes in quiet reflection and
communication with the elves. You may find you
remember even more details of your dream and
the meaning becomes clearer.

How will you know if fairy dream guides are
communicating with you?
It may take time for you to be able to recognise the work of your fairy dream guides but the more you
strengthen your relationship with them, the easier it will become to ‘hear’ their messages. Here are just
some of the ways the fairies may choose to communicate with you:
■ You may find little gifts or become aware of signs in nature that confirm or reiterate messages from
your dreams. These gifts and signs will be personal to you and can include things like weather patterns,
songbirds and finding money
■ Miraculous solutions may suddenly appear to what you may have considered insurmountable problems
■ Longed-for opportunities start to manifest. You feel compelled to take action that opens new doors and
takes you in new and exciting directions
■ You experience a sudden urge to make a life change. This could be something as drastic as moving to
a new country or changing careers. It could also be enrolling on a course or making new friends
■ You feel the urge to be more creative or to try something you’ve never done before
■ Unnecessary worries and doubts no longer hold you back. You feel happier, stronger and more
confident in yourself

Dreaming with gnomes

Hard working, determined and resourceful, these
creatures remind us never to give up and to keep
working hard for what we believe in.
Do dreamwork with gnomes to:
● Find practical and down-to-earth solutions for
problems you may be facing
● Ease restlessness or insomnia
● Reveal your hidden gift and talents
● Promote courage to move forward in a new
career or bring a project to life
■

Luna Raye does dream analysis and fairy readings – visit her website lunadreaming.com

“Dream-working with fairies can
help bring clarity to many
aspects of your life and could
help open the doorway to
greater personal understanding
and spiritual growth”
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